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Dear Principals and Administrators:
Subject: COVID-19 FIRE Prevention and Precautions
When COVID-19 entered our community earlier this year, Colorado Springs Fire Department (CSFD) immediately
became mindful of the present challenges all businesses and agencies face when needing to comply with new
mandates, while continuing to honor fire code regulations. As such, we are aware of the issues challenging us during
this heightened need to prevent infectious disease.
Due to the fostered relationships school districts have with our fire inspectors, we have seen some social distancing
solutions and workarounds that do not comply with fire code requirements. I want everyone to know we are not
the enemy; we are here to help. A recurring theme throughout this letter is, contact your fire inspector for advice
or consultation. Do not hesitate to involve CSFD so we can be part of a compliant solution.
I understand there are many confusing or contentious issues. As such, I will briefly explain our position and
expectations specific to doors, hand sanitizer, evacuation drills, separation barriers, furniture storage, extension
cords, and infirmaries. If you have additional questions or other issues, please contact your fire department
representative (inspector). They will assist in resolving any problems you encounter. Remember, your safety, the
safety of your staff, students, and visitors, as well as our firefighters, is our mission. We want you to know that we
also understand the need for reasonable solutions that meet all your needs.

DOORS
It is contemplated by the fire code that all fire-rated doors remain closed except for passage/entrance or exit.
Passive fire protection is a critical part of fire safety design; however, due to our current circumstances, the
following implementations are in place:

•

Door May Remain Open: Fire-rated doors in corridors, such as but not limited to, those in classrooms, may
remain open at all times to increase ventilation or reduce touching high-contact surfaces when meeting at
least one of the following criteria:
o
o
o

Fire sprinklers are installed throughout the entire school;
A room has two exit doors, and one is an exterior door leading directly outdoors;
A self-closing door with a CSFD approved hold-open device.

NOTE : By fire code, all exterior doors may remain open. However, your school's safety plan may not support
the fire code .

•
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•

Door May Remain Open During Specific Times: When not able to meet a "May Remain Open" criteria, a
fire-rated door may be open:
o Before and after school, if a person of authority or a teacher is present/in the room;
o During passing periods, if a person of authority or a teacher is present/in the room.

•

Door Must Remain Closed: Doors must remain closed during a fire/emergency evacuation drill after
occupants evacuate the room/premisses. (Reminder: Each school's operations and emergency plan must
include provisions for ensuring all classroom doors are closed during fire/emergency evacuation drills.)

HAND SANITIZER
Hand sanitizer is a flammable liquid; as such, storage quantities must be limited. You are encouraged to consult
with your fire inspector about fire code compliant options for storing hand sanitizer in bulk. Hand sanitizer safety
includes:
•

Only use wall-mounted dispensers in hallways to avoid potential trip hazards;

•

Use free-standing, or individual containers, in classrooms, but avoid placing hand sanitizer in the path of
travel.

FIRE/EMERGENCY EVACUATION DRILLS
Fire code requires schools to perform fire/emergency evacuation drills once a month throughout the school year.
The frequency of these exercises allows for familiarity by all occupants. Therefore, with alternate schedules and
cohorts in place, additional drills, ensuring all alternating schedules-participate monthly, might be required. Contact
your fire inspector for discussion about your school's number of mandatory monthly evacuation drills.
NOTE: Replacing fire/emergency evacuation drills with alternative training requires written fire department
approval before implementation and is on a case-by-case/school-by-school basis.
SEPERATION BARRIERS
Separation barriers can assist with mitigating viral spread. If built with high flammability materials and poorly
placed, a separation barrier can also be a fire hazard. Therefore all separation barriers must:
•

Be made from flame-resistant materials field-tested and approved by CSFD.
o At this time, CSFD approved materials for constructing separation barriers are limited to fire
treated wood, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe, aluminum, and Lexan™ sheet products.
NOTE: Field tests show most foam plastics, shower curtains, and dropcloths are very flammable and not
approved for use in schools.

•

Be stable/not easily knocked over.

•

Must not impede:
o Egress paths or exits;
o Fire sprinklers or fire alarm functionality. (A separation barrier may not be with 18" of the ceiling.)

•
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FURNITURE STORAGE
Fire code regulates the storage of combustible materials. When storing items:
•

Never obstruct or block emergency egress;

•

Never use mechanical and electrical rooms for combustible materials storage;

•

Off-site storage/outbuildings (sheds, Conex structures, tents, etc.) is preferred;

•

In cafetoriums, gymnasiums, or other large spaces, always consult with a CSFD fire inspector.

NOTE: Most furniture is combustible.
EXTENSION CORDS
Fire code specifically regulates the use of extension cords:
•

Avoid using extension cords for permanent wiring;

•

Use a power strip with built-in surge protection instead of an extension cord;

•

Electrical cords placed in walkways must be protected with an approved product to avoid physical damage
and trip hazards.

INFIRMARIES
Isolating COVID-19 symptomatic students while waiting for a parent or guardian requires additional problem
solving. The use of temporary structures, like tents, was presented to the fire department for consideration.
Because a tent may become problematic when weather conditions require a safe and efficient heating source, CSFD
recommends accommodating symptomatic students in a modular classroom/building. However, when a temporary
structure is the only viable option, discussions with your fire inspector are imperative.
Please reach out to me at 719.385.7355 if there are unidentified issues or any conflicting messages requiring
clarification. A safe and effective educational environment is everyone's mission, and CSFD wants to help, not
hinder your success. We are all sick and tired of COVID and what it's created, but the fact is, it's here and mightily
present. Therefore, we must all continue to shift adjust to the best of our abilities.
Thank you for your time, your patience, your collaboration, and, most of all, your partnership. We will persevere
to achieve reasonable and sustainable success .
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